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“Lace & Lingerie” is an important issue for us. Not only does it mark issue number three,
but it also marks a progression of our story. Lace is more than lingerie to us. In fact, our editor spent her
early years working for a major lingerie brand. What is so special about lace is how it makes a woman feel
- it can transport her to a place of serenity, a sexual place or simply to a place where she feels most
comfortable.
For Md3, we speak with model Caroline Dittmann, who we were introduced to via our model muse Agi
Fischer. We go back to our roots with our Otter Ten series, featuring model Selena Weber. This is a
model we first encountered last year, and we interviewed her immediately for MalenDyer. She is a
chameleon that is just so down-to-earth.
We explore a day-in-the-life of Collar. This is the Latvia-based lingerie and swimwear brand that found
us! In a follow-up to an original interview we did with them - The Collar Team on the Brand's Fresh Take
on Lingerie and Swimwear Design, we wanted to see how their brand has evolved by catching a sneak peek
into their daily routine.
To round out this issue, we head to Ireland where we indulge ourselves in some whiskey. It is not just any
whiskey, but Jameson Whiskey. And, to close it out, we spoke with British model Adam Phillips.
From the beaches of Latvia to the barley fields of Ireland to a camera near you, we are bringing you “Lace
& Lingerie” for Md3.
- The MalenDyer Team xx
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Introducing
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We are happy to introduce you to model Caroline Dittmann. She was not only discovered while living in
America, but she has been intent on putting her education first. We got to learn more when we spoke
with Caroline.
You got started in modeling during your Au Pair year in the US, around 2007, and while living in
Vermont. Share with us more about that time.
I came to the US for my year as an Au Pair; the modeling happened coincidentally. I was approached by a
photographer in Burlington, Vermont, who offered to take my first pictures for my portfolio. He
connected me to a boutique, local modeling agency. I started with a few small shoots for them, for
example a fitness DVD. It was a lot of fun meeting new people, and it gave me the opportunity to travel
around New York State.
When I got back to Germany, I felt I wanted to continue working on my portfolio and apply to modeling
agencies, but I also didn’t want to neglect my education. I started my bachelor of arts in science of
education and later my masters in media education.
I was able to take on modeling jobs during my studies, and, in my semester holidays. I even went to
Turkey, London and Cape Town for a few months.
Did you receive any advice early on in your career that has carried you through to now?
I guess the philosophy that I have always held is that I should try to enjoy life while still young but also
build my life for the future. It’s all about balance.
Did you have any moments, especially in those early years, where you doubted your career as a
model?
The modeling industry can be tough – a lot of shallow and career-orientated people that only care about
results. They forget they are working with real people with feelings. They feel comfortable telling you
exactly what they don’t like about your looks - it can be very superficial.
Empathy is not common.
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I was lucky enough not to have really bad experiences in this regard, as it is particularly bad in the high
fashion industry and less so in commercial modeling where I work, but I guess you’ll find it everywhere.
My most important advice is to remember who you are inside and to try not to take these superficial
judgments personally.
It is important to try and maintain a stable lifestyle by having well-grounded friends. Stand up against
people who treat you as an object when you can.
Moving on to a more recent period in your life, you recently went to Croatia. Share with us a
memorable experience from that trip.
It was just wonderful. My friend Agnes Fischer [and fellow MalenDyer muse] and I were invited on a
sailing trip on a catamaran with a couple of friends. We visited a new harbor every day and discovered
the cities, beaches and marine life surrounding different beautiful islands. The food was amazing. We ate
a lot of seafood (Dorado) [also known as mahi-mahi] and cooked on the catamaran as well, which was so
nice.
We are foodies at MD. Any stand out restaurants or local cuisine that made an impression on you?
Yes, one of the best restaurants was the Zori Restaurant in Palmizana in Hvar, Croatia.
With a constant jet set life as a model, how do you work to stay healthy? Any traveling tips or best
practices you can share?
Unfortunately not, I need tips on that please! I just said the other day that I have trouble controlling my
diet or myself when I’m traveling. Also, since I’m picky and a foodie, I just eat what I feel like. At home, I
try to compensate by eating healthier again.
How would you describe your personal fashion style?
I dress pretty sporty and simply when I‘m at university. In winter, that means mainly jeans and
sweaters. In summer, I’m often in dresses because it’s easy and you don‘t have to combine. I do like to
dress up when I feel like it - mostly when going out for drinks or on vacation. I have so many nice
clothes from my traveling, but I‘m basically very lazy, so I don’t make the effort to wear them enough. I
guess I don‘t have a natural style...
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We actually discovered you via one of our model muses, Agnes Fischer, and who you mentioned
earlier. How do you find it having someone else in the industry you know and can get on with?
Yes, Agi became a good friend of mine over the years. We first met in Cape Town and stayed in touch.
We now meet every year in Cape Town and go to festivals or concerts together and occasionally even do
photoshoots together. It is great to meet real people in an industry that is ruled by superficiality, which
is why I‘m so happy to have met her.
How much of a role does yoga play in your daily routine?
I‘m not much into yoga to be honest. I like to do it every once in awhile, but I prefer activities with more
action like wake boarding, hiking or climbing. I used to attend a sports school and did high jump and
long jump professionally, until I turned 18. I really enjoyed doing that. I would still love to do it, but I
don’t have the time to be an athlete again, as it requires a heavy investment in training.
I guess I’m not the typical stylish yoga, health model. I enjoy life and don’t like to follow social guidelines
on how it has to be.
Lastly, we must ask about your lingerie shots. Share with us details on your first lingerie shoot.
I was awfully nervous! I was a bit self-conscious about my sporty legs. They were pretty muscular at the
time, and I was worried someone would say something about them. But it all went well, and it gave me
courage. It was for the brand Bruno Banani.

●
●
●
●
●

Cotton or lace? - Cotton
Coffee or tea? - Tea
Favorite beach? – Koh Phangan Longtail Beach in Thailand
Your must-have piece(s) of lingerie? Black Balconette Bra by Passionata
When traveling, something you cannot leave home without? My Chloé eau du parfum and my
favorite black Liebeskind Backpack
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Your must-have piece of lingerie?
A Black Balconette Bra

The Lace Factor
Lace. Is it the most practical material for a bra? That may be questionable. Is it the most supportive? That
could be debatable. Is it the softest material? That depends on the quality of lace, we have found.
As we explore lace in this issue, we wanted to share three reasons why we find it so appealing:
●
●
●

Lace can be sexy. This is a given, we know.
Lace can be demure. There's a softness to lace that adds to its lighthearted approach.
Lace leaves something to the imagination. Lace does not give it all away, as it offers glimpses but
not anymore.

Enjoy lace. Embrace lace. Experience lace. You'll be sure to love it as much as we do, if you don't already.

Photographer
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Dear Diary,
Tonight is date number two. And, I’m not that nervous. Well, now that I’m thinking about
it, I kind of am.
Decisions. Decisions. Decisions.
Shall I go with lace? It’s only the second date!
Wait. What am I doing? I dress for me.
Bring on the lace!
I promise not to stay up too late!
xx DD

The Art of the Fit
When a bra fits, the bra can be a magnificent piece of material. It can enhance, support and add a little of
the je ne sais quoi to your look - even if you are the only one to see your bra.
As we have experience in this area, or at least some in our team do, we wanted to offer five tips to help
you find the right bra:
Step One: Decide what you want your bra to do for you. From strapless to sports bras, there are so
many options. Begin by narrowing down your choices by deciding your primary objective - even if that
means what you need is a good everyday bra.
Step Two: Wire or No Wire? And, don't instantly say no to a wire. Your support should come from the
band of the bra so the train of thought that fuller cups must have a wire is not necessarily true. Wires can
be good, but remember to leave the door open for no wires.
Step Three: What shape do you desire? Do you want the perky, which may require a push up bra; or a
natural, that may enlist an unlined bra; full coverage, where the entire breast is underwraps; or a demi,
where about half of your breast is feeling the air or a balconnet, that offers the up and separate look.
Step Four: A bra fitting from a trained professional is invaluable. Ask questions and be open to trying
new styles. And, share information with your bra expert. The more information they have, the better
they can service you.
Step Five: Your bra should always be comfortable. You should not have marks from straps or wires
poking you. If this happens, see Step Four.
Be sure to have at least three matching bra and pantie sets - a black, a nude and a color. Don't forget the
color!
xx
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Jameson - More
than whiskey
Whiskey is a drink that can quench a thirst, soothe nerves and best of all, add to a conversation. While
visiting Ireland, we were fortunate enough to tour Jameson Whiskey distillery. As this was quite a few
years ago, we thought it would be the perfect time for us to check-in to see what is new with Jameson
and what else we need to know.
John Jameson began making his namesake whiskey, as we know it today, in 1780. Jameson was not Irish
but Scottish. His forefathers received the crest that read, “Sine Metu” [without fear], due to their bravery
in fighting pirates. That fighting spirit seemed to have parlayed into Jameson and later his sons who ran
the whiskey brand through both World Wars, the Irish Civil War, Prohibition and British Trade
Embargoes.
Most recently, the brand re-opened its home in Smithfield, Dublin, which at its peak in the late 1800’s,
spanned five acres and employed over 300 workers*.
“We have had the privilege of calling Bow Street home since 1780, and we’re delighted with our new
makeover. Visitors can look forward to immersive storytelling where they will be invited to touch, smell
and most importantly, taste Jameson in the original Bow St. Distillery building,” shared Ray Dempsey,
general manager at the Jameson brand home in Smithfield since its opening in 1997.
In order for a brand to continue on for over 200 years, there must be something special behind it.
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Jameson prides itself on its smoothness and Paula Reynolds, project manager at Brand Homes of Pernod
Ricard**, spoke to the two types of barrels that are used - those from the US and those from Spain. In
the US, by law, new barrels must be used each time; Jameson leverages these bourbon barrels, which
offer a woody, vanilla flavor. They also use sherry barrels from Spain, which exude a sweeter flavor with
notes of fig, nut and raisin.
“Jameson is meant to be an approachable whiskey, laid-back and easy. Our whiskey is not meant to be
difficult to drink,” Reynolds shared.
And, how does she recommend enjoying Jameson?
“Jameson Original - neat - with a few drops of water. Ice can impact the flavor. For the summer,
Jameson with ginger ale and lime is a refreshing drink too.”
In addition to whiskey, Jameson is a supporter of the arts. With the Jameson family motto being “Sine
Metu”, they look to to see who embody this motto.
Reynolds added, “Jameson looks to support people’s passions, including up and coming filmmakers.”
In collaboration with Kevin Spacey's Trigger Street Production, Jameson has launched the Jameson First
Shot competition, which gives three filmmakers the chance to bring their vision to life.
From Jameson and the arts to Jameson and science, Reynolds elaborated on this connection, “Whiskey is
science and art. The science is the process of letting it age while the art is the blending.”
“A lot has changed since 1780, but we still stand by our principles of triple distillation, the
highest-quality ingredients and aging our whiskey in the finest oak barrels,” the brand shared. “We rely
on generations of committed whiskey makers to continue [the Jameson] legacy from distillers passing on
their knowledge to blenders sharing their craft to Cooper’s passing along their tools and that’s why at
the bottom of every bottle of Jameson, you’ll see the icon of the barrel men representing the men and
women who have carried us through the good times and bad. John Jameson began our story, but we
continue it today.”
*Source jamesonwhiskey.com.
**In 1988 Irish Distillers (formed in 1966 with the merger of John Powers & Son, John Jameson & Son and Cork Distilleries
Company) joined Pernod Ricard, gaining access investment opportunities and a global distribution network.

Jameson Black Barrel Old Fashioned
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A classic whiskey drink with a Jameson twist.

Ingredients
●
●
●
●

2 parts Jameson Black Barrel
0.75 Benedictine liqueur
2 dashes Angostura Bitters
2 dashes Orange Bitters

Method
●

Combine ingredients into a mixing glass, add ice and
stir until ice cold. Strain into an ice-filled rocks glass.
Garnish with an orange slice.
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(Please drink responsibly)

Jameson, Ginger & Lime
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When whiskey collides with ginger and lime, it is certain to
be refreshing to the taste buds.

Ingredients
●
●
●

50ml of Jameson Irish Whiskey
Quality bottled ginger ale
Large wedge of lime

Method
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fill a high ball glass with ice
Pour in a shot of Jameson
Top up the glass with a good quality bottled ginger ale
Stir briefly to mix
Take a large wedge of lime, give it a squeeze and drop
it into the glass
Roughly 1 part Jameson to 3 parts ginger ale
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(Please drink responsibly)

McKenna Waitley

Food, Travel and
Fitness with Model

A
d
a
m
PHILLIps

Adam Phillips is a UK-based model that can be
seen traveling the globe, walking for London
Fashion Week or being photographed for
editorials. You may even catch him on the beaches
of Bali or of his hometown in Plymouth, England.
“Plymouth is the city I was born and bred,” Adam
shared. “It’s the perfect getaway from the hustle
and bustle of London life - the air seems a lot
cleaner. It's only 25 minutes from a number of
beaches, and it's the place where my close friends
and family live. I always try to escape there when I
can.”
As many of us know, it is our close friends that
keep us in line. For Adam, that seems to hold true.
He spoke with us about how it was his friends both old and new - that called him out for not
having an Instagram page that reflected him as a
person. In turn, he emphasized to us that he has
since worked to ensure his social media page
“shows the real” him, which is reflected in the
images he shares - from what food he likes to what
he likes to wear to the sites he finds amazing.
And what is on Adam’s “amazing” list?
“Last year, I lived in Jakarta, Indonesia, for four months - modeling,” Adam explained. “A cheap, one
hour and 20 minute flight took me to the paradise that is Bali. A place I completely fell in love with for
the relaxation, the weather, the food and the scenery! Plus, it's mega cheap. A cheeky full body massage
costs a few pounds - a bargain!”
Adam continued, “As for the food, not only is the local food great, the Western food they cooked seemed
to taste better too.”
Food and travel are two topics we love to discuss and enjoy partaking in. To make this a trifecta, we had
to also touch on fitness, which is right up there on our “amazing” list.
We got the inside scoop on how Adam stays fit.
“When I’m in England, I try to go to the gym a minimum of five times a week, depending on
commitments. I've been training since I was old enough to get into a gym, so it's just part of my life and
not really a chore. I find it a great way to destress and to listen to music. One of my favorite exercises is
the pec fly machine. I love the stretch it gives my chest and also my upper back - it's also a great way to
shape your chest.”
Food. Travel. Fitness. Check, check and check!
Although we could end this interview now, we have one more tidbit to share. We asked Adam if he had a
role model, and here’s how he responded.
“My role model is anyone who achieves this and is at the stage of their career where they can choose to
travel and work when they want - freedom.”
For the dreamers in all of us, we’ll end it here.

Boxers or Briefs?
I'm 100% a briefs man! Keeps everything in place.
Favorite underwear brand?
Calvin Klein
Ideally, how would you want to spend a lazy Sunday?
Naked in bed watching TV...and eating!
Favorite Beach?
Gili T [Gili Trawangan] in Bali and Whitsand in Plymouth.
Favorite drink after a long day?
Milk
How do you like your burger?
Cooked

#needmoredowntime

Read our interview with

Katerina Giannoglou
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A Day with Collar...
As told by Ieva Laube, managing director of Collar - the Latvia-based lingerie and swimwear brand you may remember
from an interview we did with them on MalenDyer.
The day usually begins around 9:00.
Some days are only spent in the office, some are fully out.
When it’s a day in the office...
We begin by jumping on the current tasks. We brainstorm ideas and plan out our day and week. We also look at
our long-term plans that include working on campaigns; planning communication and marketing strategies; and
overseeing orders, manufacturing and the overall design process. A day like this may also include styling,
photoshoots and events.
We usually spend lunch out, to get a short break and enjoy the company of each other or our friends or to simply
enjoy some summer sunshine.
When it’s a day out of the office...
A day like this could include going out for meetings with buyers, collaboration partners or clients. You may also
find us executing the photoshoots or taking part in the events we had planned out in our office. We may also be
attending workshops, showrooms or tradeshows. Of course there are also times where go to select fabric and
finalizing other details of our designs, such as testing the quality of printed fabrics. Time may also be spent
speaking with media.
Overall...
Usually, we try to stick to a balanced work and free time schedule. As we are a young brand, we work a lot and it
sneaks in after hours, especially closer to deadlines or bigger events and trips.

Mark it on your calendar - September
2017 - Collar will be presenting their
SS18 lingerie and swimwear
collection.
“You can expect to find many sleek,
soft, super functional and
comfortable lingerie pieces that
balance concealed sensuality with
powerful confidence.”
- Ieva
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#Modelmuse
Selena Weber
One of the latest models we have coined as our #modelmuse is Selena Weber. She is a natural in front of
the camera and an all around down-to-earth girl. For this interview, we wanted to pay a nod to our roots
with one of our original model interview series - The Otter Ten.

1.
2.

Would you prefer a day off in the city or in nature? Being a South Carolina girl, I have to go with a
day off in nature!
What’s your go-to lingerie brand? Either La Vie En Rose or Real Lingerie. They are both extremely
comfortable and effortlessly sexy.

#Ohlala!

3.

Cotton or lace? Lace for sure.

#Ohlala!

#Ohlala!

4.

What do you reach for when you want to quench your thirst? Water or a cold pressed juice.

5.

What is something you cannot leave home without? Chapstick. I always have to have it on me.

6.

Favorite color? The shade black, probably.

#SayCheese!

7.

If stranded on a desert island, what three “things” would you want to have with you? Probably
food, water and a jet, so I could fly home when I was ready.

8.

What’s your favorite Sunday morning activity? I don't always get to go but church is the best way
to start my Sunday - other than that, walking to get an iced coffee!

9.

Most used app on your phone? Instagram or Snapchat.

10.

Finish this phrase. I know I’m having a good day when… I feel good and I acknowledge all of
my blessings!
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